Possible impact of the Tick Programme in New Zealand on selected nutrient intakes: tentative estimates and methodological complexities

Various countries allow health-related endorsements in the form of symbols or logos on packaged foods. This is also the case for the Heart Foundation in Australia and New Zealand with Tick Programmes. There is some evidence in favour of such endorsement programmes from experiments, changes in food composition, and in terms of cost-effectiveness. However, the likely impact in the New Zealand setting is largely unquantified, with just one study published in 2002 on sodium reductions.

To inform modelling work on the cost-effectiveness of cardiovascular disease prevention strategies, we aimed to estimate the difference in selected nutrients in the diet between: (i) New Zealand with the Tick Programme; and (ii) the counterfactual of no Tick Programme having existed in the country.

Methods—The average New Zealand adult intake of sodium, saturated fat and energy by food category (including separately for the Tick Programme and non-Tick programme foods) was estimated. This involved using “NutriTrack” data which were collected from the packages of all food and beverage products available for sale at two major supermarket chains (one store representing each) in Auckland between February and May 2012. This is a data source which has been used in previous nutrition studies.

Brand-specific food composition data from this source were then considered in light of previous food intake (national nutrition survey) data. We then identified the nutritional differences between Tick products and non-Tick products, and from this estimated what the New Zealand diet might have looked like, had there been no Tick products available. For additional details on Methods and associated references – see an online Report.

Results—There were 448 of the 8440 (5.3%) packaged food items in NutriTrack that displayed the Tick. Compared to a counterfactual of no Tick Programme, we tentatively estimated that saturated fat intake would be around 1.0 g/day less (3.2% [1.0 g/31.2 g] of daily intake of saturated fat for the average New Zealand adult), sodium around 38 mg/d less (1.1% less) and dietary energy around 72 kJ/d less (0.8% less).

Comments—We generated these results to facilitate health economic modelling work, particularly for sodium and saturated fat reduction. However, they are subject to many uncertainties which could mean that they either under or over-estimate the impact of the Tick Programme in New Zealand.
While we have discussed these limitations in more detail in an online Report, we summarise these here. The first three points below would suggest that our analysis overestimated the benefits of the Tick Programme, and the subsequent four points, that it has underestimated it.

- **Limitations with the counterfactual used**—We assumed that if there was no Tick Programme, the nutrient composition of current processed foods would be as it is currently for non-Tick products. However, in the absence of the Tick Programme there could have been greater use of labelling for “reduced salt” and “reduced fat” foods (and some associated reformulation) by food companies.

- **Nature of the product comparisons**—Our analysis was often highly stratified in that we compared very low fat milks with the Tick, to very low fat milks without the Tick (and similarly within the other three types of fresh milk by fat level). However, in other cases we just, for example, compared all margarines with the Tick to with those without the Tick. Yet in the latter it could be that the more appropriate comparison would have been between: (i) the top quartile of “healthiest looking” non-Ticked margarines; and (ii) margarines with the Tick.

- **Compensatory consumer behaviour**—We have little information on how Tick foods are actually consumed. For example, it is possible that some people who are habituated to a high salt and saturated fat intake might partially compensate by adding additional salt or sauces to Tick foods (in cooking or at the table), if they do not taste salty or fatty enough. One experiment indicates that with a salt-reduced soup (both with and without the Tick) subjects tended to add salt. Indeed, some respondents actually over-compensated with this salt addition relative to the sodium in the baseline soup. On the other hand, there is some evidence that once people are on lower salt diets they seem to actually prefer them, according to work that has measured the hedonic value of dietary salt.

- **Limitations with the category comparisons**—Our analysis involved within-category comparisons of varying degrees of specificity (i.e., as detailed above regarding very low fat milks and margarines). But this meant that we did not capture the potential benefit of between-category shifts by consumers due to the Tick. For example, as no “whole milk” products had the Tick, we did not capture any potential benefits of people replacing whole milk with any types of lower fat milk with the Tick.

- **Wider product changes**—Our analysis also ignored potential wider pro-health product changes that food companies might undertake to achieve Tick certification. That is, they may reformulate a whole product range – while only actually getting the Tick logo certified for just some of these products (a pattern described previously for Australia).

- **Competition effects**—It is possible that manufacturers who do not produce any Tick certified products may change the composition of some of their products to better compete with the Tick products of their competitors. Indeed, some non-Tick products in New Zealand supermarkets occasionally have such
labels as “reduced salt”. Nevertheless, some of this labelling may involve only very minor shifts in nutrient composition.

- **Legacy effects**—Our analysis only considered current products with the Tick. That is, it did not consider legacy benefits from the historical impact of the Tick Programme on sodium levels in bread in the past decade or longer.\(^4,14\) That is breads previously commonly had the Tick in New Zealand, but this is now rare.

In summary, we have produced tentative estimates for the impact of the Tick Programme in New Zealand on selected nutrient intakes. But as detailed above, there are many plausible reasons why these could ultimately be either underestimates or overestimates.

Perhaps the best way forward to evaluate the effectiveness of such food endorsement systems might be for randomised trials in virtual supermarket environments.\(^15\) In addition, before and after natural experiments could be done (on both food composition and food sales) in countries that widely adopted or legislated for food labelling or endorsement systems.
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